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Robotic Process Automation
Abstract

What is Robotic Process Automation? What does it mean? Why does it matter? Is it just an-
other fad? Or is it truly an emerging, disruptive technology that has the possibility to change 
the landscape of business and IT for the next 10-20 years?
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What is RPA

Robotic Process Automation, or RPA, is a piece of software used to build an automated pro-
cess to be run by a “robot”.  These software robots represent a digital workforce that interact 
with existing applications mimicking human behavior to perform work.

Why does this matter?

With an increased need for efficiency and accuracy in process and data management, or-
ganizations are searching for ways to retain and gain competitive advantages. The human 
workforce is still much more highly-skilled and sophisticated than even the greatest thinking 
machine. But humans have their limitations. Humans get sick, take vacation, take breaks, 
need to sleep; the digital workforce needs none of those things and can work 24/7/365. Or-
ganizations are taking advantage of these facts to integrate RPA tools into standardized pro-
cesses to realize efficiency gains.   
 
RPA is poised to offer organizations 30-200% ROI on initial investment in the first year alone. 
In a competitive market where every dollar and every hour count, organizations will look for 
every advantage they can find. 

Where can RPA be used?

RPA is best used in situations where the actions a human user performs are:

• Repeatable
• Manually Intensive
• Dealing with structured data

Humans are very good at error handling and exception path recognition. Software robots, 
however, are great at repeatable, manually intensive processes and can work in conjunction 
with humans to handle any exceptions that may arise during routine processing. Software 
robots also do not to make mistakes, fatigue, or get bored.

What will happen to humans?

One of the biggest fears around RPA and any new technology is what it means to the status 
quo. With RPA specifically, there is a fear that the digital workforce is going to replace the 
human workforce. The introduction of software robots will be more like gaining a new team 
member than being replaced by a new team member. Software robots will carry the burden 
of performing repeatable tasks prone to human errors leaving humans to perform more val-
ue-added activities that involve critical thinking.
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Why is RPA a Gamechanger?

So why all the buzz around RPA? What makes RPA such a disruptive technology? Why will 
you be hearing more about RPA in the very near future? Well, here are some reasons why:

Multi-Solution Capability: RPA provides organizations a way to solve multiple problems 
within a single tool without heavy reliance on IT or any specific technical skill set. Enterprises 
can now have a one stop shop for process, data, and system integration needs.

Auditability: RPA tools have full audit capabilities for any compliance reporting. 

Scalability: RPA tools are highly scalable. As demands for processes and process flow in-
creases, simply add more bots to the infrastructure. 

Resilient: Most RPA software is designed to withstand upgrades and UI changes to the ap-
plications with which they interface making them highly resilient and not a maintenance 
headache.

These are just some of the benefits of RPA tools. As the solutions themselves continue to 
evolve and enhance, the use cases and applicability will as well. 

What’s next?

There is so much more RPA can do to help transform your business and keep you on the lead-
ing edge of efficiency and profitability. If you’re interested in learning more about RPA, how 
it works, and what it can do for you, reach out to us for further discussions.
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